UNLEASH THE POWER OF YOUR COMPUTER DIRECTLY INTO THE TOMY ROBOTS

- Includes computer interface and disk
- Create, EDIT, SAVE, retrieve and mix your programs
- "Robot*Link is also a powerful Educational tool for anyone interested in learning about robots.
- Saves Robot's battery power
- For Tomy Omnibot, Omnibot 2000 and Verbot all on the same disk
- Includes "Spin the Robot" Game
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Robotyx™ SALESPEOPLE

- Sonar Activated
- Changable Audio Cassette Message Center
- Never Miss a Sales Opportunity

Available custom made with movement, synthetic speech and many other features made to order. Call for information.

Sonar™ EXPERIMENTORS KIT

Includes:
- Sonar Music™ make music in thin air
- Sonar "Simon Says"
- Sonar "Guess your Distance"
- Sonar "Burglar Alarm"

1. Connects to all popular home computers. (I.B.M., Apple, Atari, and Commodore 64)
2. Great Educational Tool
3. Includes: 1—Completely assembled Sonar Kit with interface cable to computer
   1—Sonar Software Disk
MORE EXCITING
ROBOT ACCESSORY PACKS

RAP 102
Verbot
Basketball

RAP 103
Verbot
Bowling

RAP 104
Robot War

MANY MORE
TO COME SOON

For further information
Call
18 East Mall
Plainview N.Y. 11803
(516) 694-8960-1
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